Introdaction
In this paper we introduce the notion of boundednees of a filtered family (T y ) of Hammerstein operators in a modular space. This notion is used to get a theorem on modular convergence of T y x.
Let X be a real vector space. A function q iX-*• [0, ooj is called a modular on X, if q(x) * 0 iff x = 0, ^(-x) = q[x) and q(ax+by) <i ^(x) + <j(y) for a,b>0, a+b « 1, x,y el. If ^(ax+by) ^ aq(x) + b^(y) for a,b^0, a+b = 1, then is called convex modular on X. The modular space X^ generated by ^ is defined as X^ = •[ x eX : q (ax) -0 as a -«~o}.
o
We define in X a modular convergence (^-convergence) x n -»-0 by the condition: there exists an a>0 such that -as n-»oo. The ^-closure of a set Scj is defined as the Q set of all elements x e X^ such that x fl -x -»0 for a sequence of * n e S. In the case of convex q, ll*!^» inf ju>0 defines a norm in X^. "Convergence x fl --0 in norm in X^ is equivalent to the condition q(ax n ) -»-0 as n-^oo for every a>0. Obviously, norm convergence implies ^-convergence but not conversely.
-409 -Let (£, £ ,fi) be a measure space, such that Si = CO,b), 0<b<c>o, fx = Lebesgue measure in the C-algebra 2 of all Lebesgue measurable subsets of [0,o) . Let X be the space of all extended real-valued, £ -measurable functions x = x(*) over [0,b) , finite -almost everywhere, two functions equal p -a.e. will be treated as the same element of X.
Let U be a nonempty set. Let g a j[O t b) * H ~*"[O t c>oJ t ueU, be a family of functions such that for every ueU» (1) ^u(t,r) is a continuous function of r, equal to zero iff r = 0, <? u (t,-r) » t,r) for every r e R, and nondecreasing for r>0, for every ti [0,b), (2) g u (t,r) is a measurable function of t<=[0,b) for every r e R. Bow, taking b (3) 9 fi (x) = sup f p (t,x(t))dt, U€U «Jj we see that q is a modular on X. Let X be the respective modular space. Throughout this paper we assume (1)-(3). The results of this paper extends the results of [l] from linear operators to the Hammerstein operators.
A General Theorem
Let V be a nonempty set and let V be a filter of subsets of V. Definition 1. A function gsV -*-R tends to zero with respect to "V°, givJ-^O, if for every t > 0 there is a set V Q € V suoh that |g(v)| < £ for all v e V Q . Definition 2. A family T = (T v ) veV of operators T :X -»-X will be called V-bounded if there exists 8 "s positive numbers k^, kg and a function g:V-»-R + such that g (v) 0 and for all x,y e X there is a set V e V for -410 - for every veV_ _ and every a>Os Let us remark that if is aonvex, then the constant k^ may be always taken equal 1. Definition 3. An operator tiyiZ-X such that tvx(t) = x(t+v), where x is extended to the whole R b-periodioally will be called the translation operator.
Let us extend the functions §u(t,r) b-periodioally with respect to the variable te[0,b) to the whole R, i.e., <?u(t,r) = §u(t+b,rJ for t^reR, u e U. Definition 4. We shall say that the family of functions (gQ)U€U is T-bounded, if there exist positive oonstants n1, n2 such that 
Proof.
It is sufficient to prove that T is "W-bounded and 7L _ = W for all x,y € X" . In fact, if T is "W-bounded is and W = W for all e X. , then (see (4J J there exist po-,y " W • sitive numbers k-j»^ afld a function g:W-fi(w)-""0» such that for all x,yeX and every a>0 ?8
for every w e W. In particular» if y = 0 we have
.
From this we obtain that T W :X^ -X^ . By the b-periodicity of 3 u (*»r), x(•)» P(»,r), Jensen's inequality and t-boundedness of (^U) U6U with n 1 = 1, n 2 = n>1 we obtain for x,y e X" , a > 0, weWx
-413 -It is easy to prove that g(w) -0 (Bee [1]). From this we obtain that T = (T w ) weW isl^-bounded. Now, we are able to prove the following theorem. Theorem 2.
Let the assumptions of Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 hold. If there exists feX such that By Proposition 1, we have T x ex . From Theo-"s rem 1 we infer that «^(cx,^) --0 as 5-0 + for sufficiently small c > 0. For ze! and a>0, we have "s
From (10) and (13) we have
How, we split the seoond integral on the right-hand side of this inequality into three integrals over intervals [0,5), Cfi,b-6), Cb-S f b) t where 0<i<^is arbitrary. The first integral is estimated as follows 
<f The first integral on the right-hand side of the inequality (14) is estimated as follows 
From (31)-(36) we obtain Theorem 4.
On convergence In Generalized Orlioz Sequence Spaoes
We are now going to the case of the space X of all sequences x = (Xj) and to a modular ^ of the form (37) $(*} = § i=0 where 4)= is a soquenoe of </>-functions, i.e. (p :N*RWe shall investigate a family of Hammerstein operators in the . to generalized Orlicz sequence space i . Here V will be the set W of all nonnegative integers and the filter Y will consists of all sets V q c v which aro complements of finite sets. The set W and the filter W of its subsets will be as previously. 
It is easy to see that for sufficiently small a>Ot and F(n,0) = 0 for every neN, then T w : C--t* for every weft and T = (ï^wew isW-bouaded» The proof \s analogous to that of Proposition 2 and Proposition 4 and we omit it* Theorem 6. Let the assumptions of Proposition 5 hold. If the assumption (47) holds and there exists a>0 suoh a>0 for which ç(a(T w x -Fx)) -»-0, where F is given by formula
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 and we omit it.
We give some final remarks: 1. If we take F(t,x(t)) = x(t) in Theorem 2, we obtain Theorem 4 of [l] .
2. If we take F(t,x(t)) a x(t) in Theorem 5 we obtain Theorem 5 of [l] .
3. If in Chapter 3 we restrict X to the set of all essentially-bounded functions, then in Theorems 2, 3, 4 q-convergence can be replaced by norm convergence in X . 
